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Abstract 

In order to assist in the reverse recovery decision of emergency logistics in sudden natural 

disasters, this paper conducts the system modeling on the reverse recovery of reusable 

materials in several disaster areas from the perspective of system dynamics under the 

principle of rescue satisfaction preference. Through the comprehensive analysis of material 

demand of disaster areas, the occupancy of resources in reverse recovery and other factors, it 

establishes the function relation between the recovery frequency and rescue satisfaction, and 

simulates the system model with the system dynamics software Vensim. Finally, the 

effectiveness and practicability of the model is proved by an example, based on which the 

impact of transportation resource change on rescue satisfaction is analyzed. Based on the 

above research conclusion, this paper provides the decision support and countermeasure for 

the emergency reverse logistics in China. 
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1. Introduction 

With the frequent occurrence of various global large-scale natural disasters in recent years, 

more and more countries have recognized the importance and urgency of disaster emergency 

management. As the premise and basis of disaster emergency, how to timely deliver large 

amount of disaster relief equipment and materials to disaster areas at the fastest speed to meet 

the demand for all kinds of marterials in rescue is the core of the rescue work. Therefore, 

emergency material support in natural disasters becomes the research hotspot for various 

countries and scholars and has made a lot of research results. 

Based on the basic principle of system dynamics, this paper conducts a comprehensive 

analysis on rescue satisfaction from the transportation resource occupied by reusable 

materials at certain recovery rate, inventory resource and resource shortage caused by delayed 

recovery, and builts the system dynamics model on recovery frequency of reusable materials 

and rescue satisfaction. And based on this model the simulation analysis is conducted to 

forecast and evaluate the relationship between the frequency of materials recovery and rescue 

satisfaction in different cases of emergency rescue, and assist in management decisions. 
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2. Building of System Dynamics Model 
 

2.1. The SD Model Based on Rescue Satisfaction 

According to the above discussion and assumption, the relationship between reverse 

logistics and rescue satisfaction in natural disasters can be macrocosmically explained with 

system dynamics. Establish the causal relationship diagram according to dynamic principle of 

the disaster relief system to describe the relationship between the supply and demand 

activities of the reverse logistics system and the rescue satisfaction, as shown in Figure 1. In 

the diagram, the "+” refers that the variable which the arrowhead pointing to increases with 

the increasing of source variable at the tail; the "-" means that the variable which the 

arrowhead pointing to decreases with the increasing of source variable at the tail. 
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Figure 1. Causal Relationship Diagram for the Reverse Logistics System 

1) As the growing demand for supplies in disaster areas, the delivery amounts of logistics 

center cannot meet the demand. Within a certain period, the rate of material shortage 

increases and the rescue satisfaction lowers. 

2) In order to meet the demand for materials in disaster areas, improve the materials 

recovery frequency, thus increase the inventory and delivery amounts of the logistics cente 

and alleviate material shortages. 

3) With the increase of materials recovery frequency, the occupancy of rescue 

transportation resources increases, which will inevitably reduce or delay the transportation of 

other relief materials, and thus reduce the rescue satisfaction. 

 

2.2. The Diagram based on the SD Model 

In order to make quantitative analysis on the relationship among the variables in the 

reverse logistics system, the SD diagram is built based on the causal relation, as shown in 

Figure 2. 

In the model, the box refers the state variables which can be accumulated, such as the 

inventory of recycled materials and demand backlog, etc. The dual connecting lines on both 

sides of the state variables refer to the increase or decrease behavior of state variables, which 

respectively have the inflow and outflow rate measurement, such as recovery and delivery 

amounts, etc. Other variables connected by a single arrow are auxiliary variables and 

constants, such as maintenance period and delivery period, etc. Specific settings of variables 

are as shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 2. SD Diagram for the Reverse Logistics System 

Table 1. Variable Declare Table 

Variables Nature Declaration 

P 

R 

C 

C 

Daily recovery amount of certain type of materials 

Recovery frequency of certain type of materials 

RR R Recovery amount of certain type of materials 

PR C Transport cycle of certain type of materials 

M C Maintenance rate of certain type of recycling materials 

RI L Inventory of certain type of materials in logistics center 

SR R 
Delivery amount of certain type of materials within a certain 

period 

NP R Demand for certain type of materials in disaster area 

NA L 
Demand accumulation for certain type of materials in 

disaster area 

SP R Distribution of certain type of materials in disaster area 

NSR R 
Satisfaction rate of demand for certain type of materials in 

disaster area 

IT C Total inventory of logistics center 

IR R 
Proportion of certain type of recycled materials in total 

inventory within certain period 

II C Inventory occupancy rate adjustment parameters 

TT C Total transportation resources within a certain period 

TR R 
Proportion of certain type of recycled materials in total 

transported resources within a certain period 

TI C 
Transportation resource occupancy rate adjustment 

parameters 

LR R Material shortage rate 

LI C Adjustment parameters of material shortage rate 

SS A Rescue cost 
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As shown in Figure 2, the reverse logistics system is controlled by three submodules: 

materials recovery submodule, material distribution submodule and rescue cost submodule. 

Simulate the whole process of material recovery and distribution in natural disaster by setting 

the corresponding parameters, and calculate the occupied transportation and inventory 

resources as well as material shortage rate under different recovery amount and frequency. 

The sum of the three parameters is the total cost SS. The higher the SS is, the lower rescue 

satisfaction is, and vice versa. The specific discreption is as follows: 

1) Rescue cost submodule 

The rescue cost submodule describes the total cost of emergency logistics reverse recovery 

under different states in the actual rescue, which is formed by weighted accumulative addition 

of material shortage rate, transportation resource occupancy rate and inventory occupancy 

rate. The logistics cost of emergency recovery is balanced by calculating the proportion of 

transportation resource and inventory in reverse logistics. The main equations are: 

R  TR·KL= (RR·KL +SR·KL)*DT /TT·K*TI 

R  IR·KL= RI·K/IT·K *II 

R  LR·KL= (1-NSR·KL)*LI 

A  PA·K= (TR·KL+IR·KL+LR·KL)×DT 

TI, II, and LI are respectively transport resources occupancy rate, inventory occupancy rate 

and material shortage rate adjustment parameters, namely the percentages of each part in total 

rescue cost. According to the actual situation of disaster relief, adjust the proportion of each 

part in order to conform to the actual situation. In the actual rescue, if the transportation and 

inventory resources are sufficient, but the material shortage rate is high, the adjustment 

parameters of material occupancy rate TI and II should be lowered and the adjustment 

parameters of material shortage rate LI should be increased.In case of poor transportation due 

to the occurrence of disasters, the adjustment parameter of transport resources occupancy rate 

should be appropriately improved in order to meet the actual situation of rescue. 

2) Materials recovery submodule 

According to the recovery rate of reusable materials in disaster area and the analysis of 

demand for materials in other disaster areas, set recovery rate to transport the surplus 

materials to the logistics center, enter the inventory for delivery after cleaning and 

maintenance. Design various factors according to the actual rescue situation, adjust recovery 

rate based on rescue satisfaction and balance the resource occupancy and material demand in 

order to maximaze the rescue satisfaction. The main equations are: 

R  RR·KL=P*PULSE TRAIN(1,0,R,30)*IF THEN ELSE(Time>=2,R,1) 

L  RI·K= RI·J+DELAY1l(RR·JK*M, MD, 500)-SR·JK 

R  SR·KL=MIN(RI·K, NA·K) 

M为 TD refers the transport time of surplus materials from the disaster area to the logistics 

center; R refers the recovery amount per unit time; M is the maintainable rate; MD is the time 

needed for maintenance. According to the actual rescue situation, set the constant value. 

3) Materials distribution submodule 

According to the demand-driven principle, quickly and quantitatively determine the 

demand for materials.Alleviate the backlog of demand through material distribution. The 

main equations are: 

R  NP·KL=RAMP(100, 0, 15) 

L  NA·K= NA·J+NP·JK -SP·JK 

R  SP·KL=DELAY1l(SR·KL, SD, 0) 

A  NSR·K=ZIDZ(SP·KL, NA·K) 

SD refers to the transport cycle from the logistics center to the disaster area. 
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3. Simulation Analysis 

This paper adopts the system dynamics simulation software (Vensim) for analog 

simulation. The simulation analysis is conducted based on the reverse logistics recovery 

process after an earthquake. Assuming that the simulation time is one month, and the step size 

is one day. 

Randomly take two data for simulation, and the results are as shown in the figures. 

1) As shown in Figure 3, the recoverable amount P of reusable materials M in the plcae A 

is generated by random function, and the fluctuations of Sim1 and Sim2 show the uncertainty 

of the whole recovery system. 

2) As shown in Figure 4, with the uncertainty of recovery amount, althouth there is subtle 

difference in the results of the two stochastic simulations due to the difference of sampling 

values, the curves of Sim1 and Sim2 present the similarity on the whole. This similarity has 

proved the robustness of the model, which is in line with the requirements of "the relative 

insensitivity of system dynamics model to parametric variation". 

The above analysis shows the availability of computational results of the simulation model. 

Recoverable amount P

Time (days)
Recoverable amount P :Sim2

Recoverable amount P :Sim1  

Figure 3. The Simulation Results Diagram of P 

Rescue cost SS

Time (days)

Rescue cost SS:Sim2 Rescue cost SS:Sim1  

Figure 4. The Simulation Results Diagram of SS 
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In actual rescue process, materials, information and logistics resources are all in short 

supply. But any negligence due to the shortage of resources in rescue can cause serious 

consequences. In this case, rapid decision-making is especially important. Therefore, 

managers must make rapid decisions under the condition of the lack of information and 

resource conflict to save more victims. The system model in this paper will provide assistance 

and guidance for the decision-making in such danger. The following case will explain the 

practicability of this model. 

The daily recovery amount of reusable material M in the main disaster area A has 

uncertainty, which varies from 30 to 70 pieces. The preliminary forecast of the demand for 

material M in the secondary disaster area B is 50 pieces per day. It will take 2 days to deliver 

the materials form the main disaster area A to the logistics center, another 2 days for 

maintenance in the logistics center, the maintenable rate is 96% and the delivery time the 

logistics center to the secondary disaster area B is 1 day. Two assumptions are made as 

follows: 

1) Assuming that the transportation and inventory conditions are good in the actual rescue 

process, set the adjustment parameter of transportation resources occupancy rate TI and 

inventory occupancy rate adjustment parameter II respectively as 0.2 and 0.1, and the material 

shortage rate adjustment parameter as 0.7. 

2) Assum that the road is damaged due to disaster in the actual rescue process, and the 

adjustment rates of transportation resources occupancy rate TI and inventory occupancy rate 

adjustment parameter II are respectively 0.4 and 0.1, and the material shortage rate 

adjustment parameter LI is 0.5. 

In the two assumptions, two recovery schemes are given. The first scheme is to recovery 

material M from place A for every 2 days, that is, the recovery frequency R=2; the second 

scheme is to recovery material M from palce A for every 4 days, namely, R=4. The 

recoverable amount P of reusable materials is shown in Figure 5. 

Recoverable amount P

Time (days)

Recoverable amount P :Recovery frequency R=4

Recoverable amount P :Recovery frequency R=2
 

Figure 5. The Simulation Results Diagram of P 

In the two schemes, the difference of the values of R may make the recovery amounts 

different and further affect the difference of demand satisfactory rate NSR which will 

eventually be reflected on the rescue cost curve. By running the model simulation, the results 

of RR, NSR and SS are as shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8. 
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Recovery rate RR
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Recovery rate RR：TI=0.4 R=4
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Recovery rate RR：Recovery frequency R=4

 

Figure 6. The Simulation Results Diagram of RR 

Demand satisfaction NSR1

Time (days)
Demand satisfaction NSR1：TI=0.4 R=4

Demand satisfaction NSR1：Recovery frequency R=2
Demand satisfaction NSR1：TI=0.4 R=2

Demand satisfaction NSR1：Recovery frequency R=4
 

Figure 7. The Simulation Results Diagram of NSR 

Rescue cost SS

Time (days)
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Rescue cost SS：TI=0.4 R=2

Rescue cost SS：Recovery frequency R=4
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Figure 8. The Simulation Results Diagram of SS 

As shown in Figure 6, the larger R is, the longer the recovery interval is, and the larger the 

recovery amount everytime is. Figure 7, shows that NSR is only related to R. The bigger R is, 

the higher NSR is. But SS is not only related to recovery rate, but also the adjustment 

parameters of transportation, inventory and material shortage rate. As shown in Figure 8, 

when TI = 0.2, the higher R is, the lower SS is, and the rescue satisfaction is; when TI=0.4, 

though the values of R are different, there are several intersections between the two curves, 

which shows that there is no obvious correlation between the rescue frequency and rescue 

satisfaction. Therefore, the rescue satisfaction is not only affected by the recovery frequency, 

but also affected by the transportation and inventory. The output of rescue satisfaction in the 

model can reflect different change rules with the changes of parameter settings. 

In the practical application, preliminary judgment should be conducted based on the 

demands for logistics and material  in actual rescue, assign the three adjustment coefficients 

by expert brainstorming, and assign other constants according to the actual transport time, 

maintenance time and maintenance rate. At last, input the recovery frequency RR, run the 

model for simulation. It is better to assist in the decision-making based on the result of 

simulation. 

 

4. Conclusion 

With the method of system dynamics, this paper conducts the system modeling of 

emergency logistics reverse recovery process in natural disasters. Comprehensively analyze 

the transportation resource and inventory resource of the reusable materials  occupied in the 

recovery process at certian recovery frequency, build the system dynamics model based on 

recovery frequency and rescue satisfaction, simulate the system model with system dynamics 

softwawre Vensim, and prove the validity and practicability of the model. 
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